Position Opening: Assistant Development Engineer (EE) in Space Instrumentation at UCLA

Link: https://hr.mycareer.ucla.edu, req# 16233

Position available until: August 28, 2011, or until filled.

The space physics group at the Institute of Geophysics and Planetary Physics at UCLA has an opening for a junior Electrical Engineer to work on space physics instrumentation projects. IGPP/UCLA has many years of involvement in ground magnetometer instrumentation, sounding rockets and space missions like: Apollo, Pioneer Venus Orbiter, Cassini (Saturn), Galileo (Jupiter), Themis (Earth), Artemis (Moon), and (currently) MMS. Much of the development occurs on ground-based and rocket campaigns. Future technology development plans also include cubesats and piggyback opportunities. The incumbent shall assist senior engineering staff in detailed design and implementation of analog sensors and digital logic subsystems embedded in ground-based and space-borne scientific instrumentation. Projects include: THEMIS ground based array, rocket launches in 2012 and 2013, calibration and analog/digital noise isolation and reduction of design prototype of a flight instrument. Applicant must have EE or related degree and at least 2 years experience in analog and/or digital design. Familiarity with remotely operated geophysical sensors is highly desired. For further information please see: https://hr.mycareer.ucla.edu, req# 16233.